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VISIONARY DIGITAL STUDIOS ANIMATION SCRIPT 
 
Congratulations on getting to the scripting stage of your Animated Explainer           
Video! Our copywriter has put together this script based on your questionnaire            
responses, as well our discussion in the Strategy Session. A few things to keep in               
mind: 
● The script is a collaboration! Please provide feedback – we’ll be relying on             

your production and company expertise to finalise the script. 
● We’ve put together some notes on the script psychology, so you can            

understand how it connects EMOTIONALLY to your viewers. If you’re          
interested in more information about how we create our scripts, ask your            
Project Manager for our “Code V” scripting formula guide. 

● Remember that if you want to add something, we’ll need to take something             
out. It’s important the video is less than 90 seconds long to ensure viewers              
make it to the “Powerful Call To Action” at the end. 

 
 

PROVIDING FEEDBACK 
 

If you’re comfortable using Google Docs comments to provide feedback, please do            
so. If not, just include your comments in a different colour font, and let us know                
when you’re done editing! 
 
 

       SUGGESTED VISUALS 
 

We generally advise that you let our designers create the initial storyboard. These             
designs are their life – they are excellent at them! However, if there is anything               
that MUST be shown, feel free to add it in, and we’ll use your ideas. Our designers                 
will also have the information in your initial VSS Questionnaire. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Para 
No. Paragraph Code V Script Psychology Suggested Visuals 

1 

 

When your business provides a 

complex service, it can be 

difficult to explain the REAL 
value you know you can provide. 
 

 

Immediately call out target 

audience – visionary, 

industry-leading businesses 

who offer more value than 

their competitors -  to grab 

their attention. 

  

Questions to get viewer 

thinking about the problem, 

from their perspective. 

 

High impact, creative 

initial scene to get 

attention. 

2 

 

But if potential customers 

don’t understand your service, 

they won’t buy. 

 

And if you’re a step above your 

competitors, it’s important 

prospects understand exactly 
why they should choose you. 

 

If EVERYONE who encountered 

your business truly understood 

your service’s value, what 

impact would that have? 

 

 

 

Describe the problems they 

are facing to show that we 

understand their situation, 

build resonance. Aim to 

articulate their problem 

better than they can 

themselves to build 

authority. 

 

Address the viewer directly 

as “you” (or “your”) 

throughout the script - 

“you” is the most powerful 

word in sales. 

 

When discussing the 

massive workload, 

show an executive 

with paperwork 

EVERYWHERE - 

something our target 

can resonate with. 

 

Emphases the question 

in text. 

3 

 

Introducing Visionary Digital 

Studios … 

  

Our studio will produce an 

engaging Visionary Explainer 
Video to explain the REAL value 

of your service, and convey 

your business as THE market 
leader. 

  

A Visionary Explainer Video 

acts like a 24 / 7 salesman 

embedded into your website. It 

immediately engages visitors to 

your site, explains your 

service in a powerful way, and 

leaves them saying “WOW!”.  
 

 

Introduce Visionary Digital 

Studios as the amazing, but 

attainable solution. 

 

Introduce features of the 

service, depicted as 

benefits that the viewer 

would experience by working 

with Visionary. 

 

Once we’ve described the 

features of the service - 

tell the user exactly how 

they will experience the 

benefits. Appeal to their 

deep desire to WOW their 

prospects, customers and 

network. 

 

Implement the rocket   

effect to accentuate   

“market leader”. 

 

Emphasise “WOW” wth   

icons. 

 

4   
Emphasise the 

question “Why are our 

 



So, why are our videos 

industry-leading?  

 

We’ll run a Visionary Strategy 

Session with you to understand 

your offering, brand and 

objectives.  

 

Then, our writers will use our 

“Code V” Script Writing 

methodology to craft your video 

script.  

 

We’ll incorporate cutting-edge 

psychological triggers and 

storytelling techniques, 

scientifically proven to 

resonate deeply with your 

target market.  

 

 

Viewers will compare you 

with your competitors online 

- here we are specifically 

setting Visionary apart from 

the competition. 

 

 

videos industry 

leading?” in text. 

5 

 

“Users are 64% more likely to 

make a purchase if a website 

has video”.  
 

And “81% of senior marketing 

executives use online video 

content”.  

  

 

Build trust and credibility 

through mentioning studies 

and statistics that prove 

the efficacy of the product 

 

Show the statistics 

in quotes, with the 

ComScore and 

b2bmarketing.net 

logos underneath as 

credibility switches. 

  

6 

 

Don't let your company, and 

your reputation, fall behind. 

 

Contact The Visionary Team to 

strategise your video marketing 
solution, today. 

  

So, Are You A Visionary?  

 

 

Strong, specific call to 

action for “today”. 

 

Slogan to close out the 

video. 

 

Important to display 

the “Information 

Pack” here as a 

product. 

 

Clean/modern closing 

scene to emphasise 

the “So, Are You A 

Visionary?” Slogan 

 
 
 

  
 

 

 
Animation Script Timing Estimation 

 
247 Words = 103 Seconds 

(Animation time will vary with Voice Artist’s 
performance) 

 

 

 

    

 

 


